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Abstrat
We study relativisti ollisions between helium-like uranium ions initially in the ground
state and atoms in whih, in a single ollision event, one of the eletrons of the ion is emitted
and the other is transferred into an exited state of the residual hydrogen-like ion. We on-
sider this two-eletron proess at not very high impat energies, where the ation of the atom
on the eletrons of the ion an be well approximated as ourring solely due to the interation
with the nuleus of the atom and, hene, the proess an be regarded as a four-body prob-
lem. Using the independent eletron model we show that a very substantial improvement
in the alulated ross setions is obtained if, instead of the rst order approximation, the
relativisti symmetri eikonal and ontinuum-distorted-wave-eikonal-initial-state models are
employed to desribe the single-eletron probabilities for the exitation and loss, respetively.
PACS: 34.10.+x, 34.50.Fa
1 Introdution
The projetile-eletron exitation and loss ourring in ollisions of projetile-ions with atomi
targets at non-relativisti impat energies have been extensively studied for long time (for reviews
see [1℄). Starting with pioneering artiles of Bates and Gring [2℄ the most of the theoretial
studies of these proesses have been based on the rst order perturbation theory in the projetile-
target interation.
During the last two deades there has been aumulated a very substantial amount of exper-
imental data on the eletron loss from highly harged ioni projetiles moving with relativisti
veloities and olliding with solid and gaseous targets. In partiular, various projetiles with
atomi numbers belonging to the interval 54-92 were used in the experiments. The experiments
have also overed the very broad interval of the projetile impat energies ranging from rather
low relativisti values (0.1-0.2 GeV/u, see e.g. [3℄- [6℄) to extreme relativisti ones (10 and 160
GeV/u [7℄- [9℄) where the veloity v of the projetile diers just frationally from the speed of
light c in vauum (c ≈ 137 a.u.). Besides, a very substantial progress has been also reahed in
the theoretial desriptions of the projetile-eletron transitions ourring in relativisti ion-atom
ollisions [11℄- [12℄.
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2 Preliminary Remarks
If an ion initially arries several eletrons, then more than one eletron of the ion an be
simultaneously emitted and/or exited in a ollision with a neutral atom. The explorations of
relativisti ollisions involving simultaneous transitions of two and more projetile eletrons had
began about twenty years ago [3℄. However, areful theoretial studies of suh ollisions have not
yet been performed.
Indeed, the theoretial researh on this topi has, to our knowledge, been restrited to a
ombination of the independent eletron model with the (simplied) rst order theory to alulate
the probabilities for single-eletron transitions (see e.g. [13℄ and referenes therein). However,
in ollisions with heavy atoms the eld exerted by the atoms on the eletrons of the projetile
may be so strong that attempts to apply the rst order approximation fail dramatially even
for one-eletron proesses yielding results whih exeed experimental ross setions up to by an
order of magnitude [14℄.
In [15℄ the simultaneous exitation and loss of the projetile eletrons was investigated ex-
perimentally for 223.2 MeV/u U90+ ions, whih are initially in the ground state, impinging on
rareed gas targets of argon, krypton and xenon. In the ollision between the projetile-ion and
the target-atom one of the two eletrons of U
90+
was ejeted and the other was simultaneously
exited into the L-shell states of U91+. Suh a proess represents one of the simplest and basi
proesses whih an our with projetiles having initially more than one eletron.
In addition to experimental data the paper [15℄ also ontains theoretial results. However,
a satisfatory agreement between these results and the experimental data was reahed only
for ollisions with argon while in ollisions with xenon the dierenes between the theory and
experiment already reahed a fator of 2-3.
The present artile is an attempt to improve a theoretial desription of the simultaneous
loss-exitation of the projetile eletrons in relativisti ollisions between very heavy helium-like
ions and atoms with large atomi numbers. This attempt is based on the appliation of relativisti
distorted-wave models to alulate the single-eletron transition probabilities. Atomi units are
used throughout exept where otherwise stated.
2 Preliminary Remarks
Collisions between an helium-like ion and a multi-eletron or many-eletron atom are an im-
portant and interesting ase of the quantum many-body problem. At present a rigorous and
omprehensive treatment of suh ollisions is out of reah. In this paper, in order to treat the
proess of the eletron loss from a very heavy helium-like ion in a ollision with a many-eletron
atom in whih the orresponding hydrogen-like ion is produed in an exited state, we shall use
a simplied piture of the ollision onsisting of the following main steps.
First, the eletrons of the ion are regarded as the only partiles having dynamial degrees
of freedom whih are desribed by a quantum treatment. Seond, the nulei of the ion and of
the atom are treated as lassial partiles whih move along given (straight-line) trajetories and
represent just the soures of the external eletromagneti eld ating on the eletrons of the
ion. Third, at not very high ollision energies the exitation and loss of the K-shell eletrons
of very heavy ions our at so small impat parameters that the eletrons of the atom annot
eetively sreen the nuleus of the atom. This is the ase already for single-eletron transitions
2
(see e.g. [14℄, [16℄). Sine ompared to ollisions resulting in single-eletron transitions ollisions
induing double eletron transitions are haraterized by even smaller impat parameters, the
inuene of the atomi eletrons on the simultaneous loss-exitation an safely be negleted
1
.
There are essentially two qualitatively dierent possibilities to get the simultaneous two-
eletron transitions. The rst is that the atom in the ollision eetively interats with only
one eletron induing its transition while the other eletron undergoes a transition due to the
eletron-eletron-orrelations in the ion and/or due to rearrangement in the nal state of the ion.
These proesses are alled the two-step-1 and shake-o, respetively (see e.g. [1℄).
The other possibility is that the eld of the atom has enough power to interat simultaneously
with eah of the two eletrons and to beome the main driving fore for both eletrons to undergo
transitions. In ase when the interation with the atomi nuleus involves the exhange of only
two virtual photons (one per eletron) suh a proess is often referred to as the two-step-2 proess
(see e.g. [1℄).
It was shown in [17℄ that, provided the ondition
ZpZt
v
> 0.4 is fullled (where Zp and Zt are
the harges of the ioni and atomi nulei, respetively, and v the ollision veloity), two-eletron
transitions in a heavy helium-like ion ourring in ollisions with an atom are governed mainly
by the 'independent' interations between the nuleus of the atom and eah of the eletrons of
the ion. This ondition, in partiular, was very well fullled in the experiment [15℄. It will be
also fullled for the ollision systems onsidered in this artile.
When the eletron transitions are governed by the independent interations the appliation
of the independent eletron model often yields reasonable results. Aording to this model the
ross setion for the simultaneous loss-exitation is evaluated as
σ = 2pi
∫ ∞
0
dbbP (b), (1)
where the probability P (b) for the two-eletron proess is given by
P (b) = 2Pexc(b)Ploss(b). (2)
Here, Pexc(b) and Ploss(b) are the single-eletron exitation and loss probabilities, respetively,
in a ollision with a given value of the impat parameter b.
Thus, within the simplied piture of the ion-atom ollision, the theoretial treatment of
the proess of the simultaneous loss and exitation has been redued to nding the eletron
transition probabilities within the three-body problem in whih a relativisti eletron is moving
in external eletromagneti elds generated by the nulei of the ion and atom. The latter ones
are regarded as point-like partiles moving along given lassial trajetories.
3 Single-eletron transition amplitudes
The basi assumption underlying our approah to obtain the probabilities for single-eletron
transitions is that the motion of the eletron in its initial and nal states is determined mainly
1
In ollisions with many-eletron atoms the so alled antisreening atomi mode is of minor importane for
eletron transitions in highly harged projetiles. Moreover, at those ollision energies, whih we shall onsider in
this artile, the eetive energy threshold for the antisreening mode will not yet be reahed. The latter makes
this mode unimportant for the transitions of the projetile eletrons also in ollisions with a few-eletron atoms.
3
3 Single-eletron transition amplitudes
by its interation with the eld of the ioni nuleus. This interation, therefore, should be treated
as aurate as possible whereas the interation of the eletron with the nuleus of the atom is
supposed to be less important and, hene, an be taken into aount in an approximate way.
For alulations of the exitation and loss probabilities suh an 'asymmetri' approah seems to
be ertainly reasonable as long as the harge Zp of the ioni nuleus substantially exeeds the
harge Zt of the atomi nuleus and the ollision veloity is not too low.
It is onvenient to treat the eletron transition using a referene frameK in whih the nuleus
of the ion is at rest. We take the position of this nuleus as the origin and assume that in the
frame K the nuleus of the atom moves along a straight-line lassial trajetory R(t) = b+ vt,
where b = (bx, by, 0) is the impat parameter, v = (0, 0, v) is the ollision veloity and t is the
time.
The Dira equation for the eletron of the ion reads
i
∂Ψ
∂t
=
(
Hˆ0 + Wˆ (t)
)
Ψ. (3)
Here
Hˆ0 = cα · pˆ−
Zp
r
+ βc2 (4)
is the eletroni Hamiltonian for the undistorted ion and
Wˆ (t) = −Φ(r, t) +α ·A(r, t) (5)
is the interation between the eletron of the ion and the nuleus of the atom, where Φ and A
are the salar and vetor potentials of the eletromagneti eld generated by the atomi nuleus
in the frame K. In the above equations pˆ is the eletron momentum operator, α = (αx, αy, αz)
and β are the Dira matries, Zp is the harge of the nuleus of the ion and r = (x, y, z) are the
eletron oordinates with respet to this nuleus.
The potentials Φ and A of the moving atomi nuleus will be taken in the Lienard-Wiehert
form (see e.g. [18℄ )
Φ(r, t) =
γZt
s
A(r, t) =
v
c
Φ(r, t), (6)
where Zt is the harge of the nuleus of the atom, s = (sx, sy, sz) = (x − bx, y − by, γ(z − vt))
and γ = 1/
√
1− v2/c2 is the ollisional Lorentz fator,
The prior form of the semi-lassial transition amplitude is given by
afi(b) = −i
∫ +∞
−∞
dt〈Ψ(−)(t) |
(
Hˆ0 + Wˆ (t)− i∂/∂t
)
χi(t)〉. (7)
In (7) Ψ(−)(t) is the solution of the full Dira equation (3) and χi(t) is the solution of
i
∂χi
∂t
=
(
Hˆ0 + V (t)
)
χi, (8)
where V (t) is a distortion potential. The initial ondition reads χi(t → −∞) → ψi exp(−iεit),
where ψi is the (undistorted) initial state of the eletron of the ion with an energy εi.
4
3.1 First order approximation
In what follows it will be muh more onvenient to obtain rst the transition amplitude
in the momentum spae, Sfi(Q), whih is related to the amplitude (7) by the two-dimensional
Fourier transformation
Sfi(Q) =
1
2pi
∫
d2b afi(b) exp(iQ · b), (9)
and then to use the inverse transformation,
afi(b) =
1
2pi
∫
d2QSfi(Q) exp(−iQ · b), (10)
in order to get the transition amplitude in the impat parameter spae.
3.1 First order approximation
The rst order transition amplitude is obtained by replaing the states χi(t) and Ψ
(−)(t) by the
undistorted initial, ψi, and nal, ψf , states of the eletron in the ion:
χi(t) = ψi(r)exp(−iεit)
Ψ(−)(t) = ψf (r)exp(−iεf t), (11)
where εf is the energy of the eletron in the nal state of the ion. Using (5), (6), (7), (9) and
(11), the rst order amplitude in the momentum spae is obtained to be
S
(1)
fi (Q) =
2iZt
v
1
q′2
(
〈ψf | exp(iq · r) | ψi〉 −
v
c
〈ψf | exp(iq · r)αz | ψi〉
)
, (12)
where the momentum q, whih is transferred to the eletron of the ion in the ollision, is given
by
q = (qx, qy, qz) = (Q; qz)
qz =
εf − εi
v
(13)
and
q′ = (qx, qy, qz/γ) = (Q; qz/γ) . (14)
3.2 Symmetri eikonal approximation
In an attempt to obtain a better desription of the interation between the eletron of the ion
and the nuleus of the atom we now approximate the initial and nal states in (7) by χi and χf ,
respetively, where
χi(t) = ψi(r)× (vs + v · s)
−iνt × exp(−iεit)
χf (t) = ψf (r)× (vs − v · s)
iνt × exp(−iεf t) (15)
with νt = Zt/v. The semilassial transition amplitude is then given by
aeikfi (b) = −i
∫ +∞
−∞
dt〈χ†f (t) | Wˆd(t)χi(t)〉, (16)
5
3 Single-eletron transition amplitudes
where the ation of the distortion interation Wˆd(t) = Hˆ − i
∂
∂t
on the initial state is dened
aording to
Wˆdχi = −
cZt
v
(vs+ v · s)−iνt
×
(
sxαx + syαy
s+ sz
+
αz
γ
)
ψi exp(−iεit). (17)
Using Eqs.(15)-(17) and (9) it an be shown [16℄ that the symmetri eikonal amplitude in the
momentum spae reads
Seikfi (Q) =
2iZtc
v2
1
q′2qz
(
q′
2
)2iνt
Γ2(1− iνt)×
(
(1− iνt) 2F1
(
1− iνt, iνt; 2;Q
2/q′2
)
〈ψf | exp(iq · r)(qxαx + qyαy) | ψi〉
+ 2F1
(
1− iνt, iνt; 1;Q
2/q′2
) 1
γ2
〈ψf | exp(iq · r)qzαz | ψi〉
)
, (18)
where Γ and 2F1 are the gamma and hypergeometri funtions, respetively (see e.g. [19℄). Note
that, provided ψi and ψf are exat states of the undistorted Hamiltonian of the ion given by
Eq.(4), in the limit of weak perturbation νt → 0, the amplitude (18) goes over into the rst order
amplitude (12).
With the help of Eq.(10) the amplitude (18) is onverted into the impat parameter spae
and the orresponding eikonal amplitude aseafi (b) will be used to alulate the probability Pexc(b)
for single-eletron exitation.
3.3 Continuum-distorted-wave-eikonal-initial-state approximation
Within the symmetri eikonal approximation, in order to reet the inuene of the nuleus of the
atom on the eletron, its initial and nal states are distorted similarly. This might be a suitable
hoie if both initial and nal eletron states are bound states. When the nal eletron state is
a ontinuum state a more sophistiated distortion fator is in general neessary. Therefore, in
an attempt to obtain a better (ompared to the rst order theory) desription of the eletron
ontinuum states, we now approximate the initial and nal states in (7) in the spirit of the
ontinuum-distorted-wave-eikonal-initial-state (CDW-EIS) approah [20℄, [21℄ by
χeiki (t) = ψi(r) exp(−iεit)× (vs+ v · s)
−iνt
χcdwf (t) = ψf (r) exp(−iεf t)× Γ(1 + iηt) exp(piηt/2) 1F1
(
−iηt, 1,−i(p
′s+ p′ · s)
)
. (19)
Here, ηt = Zt/v
′
e where v
′
e is the eletron veloity with respet to the nuleus of the atom as
given in the rest frame of this nuleus, p′ (p′ = |p′|) is the kineti momentum of the eletron
in the rest frame of the atomi nuleus and 1F1 is the onuent hypergeometri funtion (see
e.g. [19℄).
Using Eqs.(7), (9), (17) and (19) we obtain that the CDW-EIS transition amplitude in the
momentum spae is given by (see [14℄)
Scdw−eisfi (Q) =
2iZtc
γv
(
A
C
)iνt (A+B
A
)−iηt
〈ψf |Jxαx + Jyαy + Jzαz|ψi〉, (20)
6
where
Jx(y) =
Γ(−iνt)
C
(
Ωx(y) 2F1 (iνt, iηt, 1, Z) + Ω
′
x(y) 2F1 (iνt + 1, iηt + 1, 2, Z)
)
,
Jz =
Γ(1− iνt)
Aγv
2F1 (iνt, iηt, 1, Z) , (21)
A = q′2, B = −2iq′ · p, C = −2iq′zv, D = 2iv(pz − p), Z =
BC −AD
C(A+B)
(22)
and
Ωx(y) = (νt + ηt)
∂ ln(A)
∂qx(y)
− ηt
∂ ln(A+B)
∂qx(y)
+ ηt
Z
1− Z
∂ ln(Z)
∂qx(y)
Ω′x(y) = iηtZ
(
Ωx(y) +
νt
1− Z
∂ ln(Z)
∂qx(y)
)
. (23)
Note that in the limit of weak perturbation, νt → 0 and ηt → 0, the amplitude (20) oinides with
the rst order amplitude (12) provided ψi and ψf are exat states of the undistorted Hamiltonian
of the ion Hˆ0.
Using Eqs.(20)-(23) and (10) we an alulate numerially the orresponding CDW-EIS
amplitude acdw−eisfi (b) in the impat parameter spae and evaluate the total probability Ploss(b)
for single-eletron loss.
4 Results and disussion
In gure 1 we show experimental data for the ross setions for the simultaneous loss-exitation
of the projetile eletrons. These ross setions were measured in [15℄ for ollisions of 223 MeV/u
U
90+(1s2) with gas targets of argon, krypton and xenon for the ases when the internal states
of the hydrogen-like projetile ion formed in these ollision were haraterized by the prinipal
quantum number n = 2 and the total angular momentum j = 1/2 or j = 3/2. Figure 1 also
ontains our theoretial results.
As was already mentioned, at this relatively low impat energy the sreening eet of the
atomi eletrons has a negligible impat on the loss-exitation proess. Besides, sine the eetive
energy threshold for the antisreening target mode in this proess is about 420 MeV/u, the
antisreening eet of the atomi eletrons in the ollisions under onsideration is also very
weak. Thus, the presene of the atomi eletrons an indeed be ignored, the single-eletron
transition probabilities an be obtained within the sope of an eetively three-body problem
and we may apply the three-body approximations disussed in the previous setion.
Two sets of theoretial results are presented in gure 1. One of them was obtained using the
rst order perturbation theory to alulate the single-eletron exitation and loss probabilities
2
. In the other approah the exitation probability Pexc(b) was evaluated using the symmetri
2
The authors of [15℄ had also presented theoretial results obtained using the rst order perturbation theory to
alulate the exitation and loss probabilities. The main dierene between their and our rst order results lies in
the following. In [15℄ the loss probability was alulated using the omputer ode of [23℄ in whih the interation
between the eletron of the ion and the nuleus of the atom is approximated by the unretarded (nonrelativisti)
Coulomb interation. In our alulations the fully relativisti form of this interation has been used.
7
4 Results and disussion
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Figure 1: Total ross setions for the reations 223.2 U90+(1s2) +Zt → U
91+
(n=2, j) + e
−
+...,
where j = 1/2 and j = 3/2 are the angular momentum of the L-shell states of the hydrogen-like
uranium ion. The ross setions are given as a funtion of the atomi number Zt of the target
atom. Cirles and squares with the orresponding error bars are experimental data for the j = 3/2
and j = 1/2 ases, respetively, reported in [15℄ for ollisions with argon, krypton and xenon
gas targets. Dot (j = 1/2) and dash-dot (j = 3/2) urves show the ross setions alulated
with the single-eletron transition probabilities obtained in the rst order of perturbation theory
in the interation between the eletron and the nuleus of the atom. Solid (j = 1/2) and dash
(j = 3/2) urves display theoretial results obtained using the symmetri eikonal approximation
to estimate the exitation probability and the CDW-EIS approximation to alulate the loss
probability.
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eikonal approximation and the loss probability Ploss(b) was alulated in the CDW-EIS approx-
imation. In both the rst order and distorted-wave alulations the states ψi and ψf were
approximated by relativisti bound and ontinuum states of a hydrogen-like ion with a nulear
harge Zp = 92.
It is seen in gure 1 that in ollisions with atomi targets having not very large atomi
numbers, for whih one has Zt/v ≪ 1, the two theoretial approahes yield very lose ross
setion values. When the ratio Zt/v inreases, the dierenes between the results of the rst
order approximation and the distorted-wave alulations rapidly grow.
A omparison with the experimental data learly shows a strong failure of the rst order
alulations. Aording to the latter ones the ross setion for the two-eletron transitions should
depend on the target atomi number Zt as ∼ Z
4
t . However, the experimental points indiate
that there are substantial deviations from the Z4t -dependene whih inrease with inreasing Zt.
For instane, for ollisions with xenon the rst order results overestimates the experimental data
already by a fator of 1.7 (j = 1/2) and 3 (j = 3/2).
Compared to the rst order alulations, the alulations employing the distorted wave
models predit a muh slower inrease in the ross setions when the atomi number of the
target beomes suiently large. Besides, the magnitude of the deviations between the results,
obtained with the rst order and the distorted wave alulations, depends on whih exited states
(j = 1/2 or j = 3/2) are oupied by the remaining eletron and are aumulating at a dierent
pae for dierent nal eletron states.
Comparing the experimental data with the results of the distorted wave alulations we
see that these alulations turned out to be muh more suessful than the rst order ones.
Nevertheless, a ertain disagreement between the experiment and theory remains also in the ase
of the distorted wave alulations.
The latter is also seen in gure 2 where we ompare results for the ratio σ(n = 2, j =
1/2)/σ(n = 2, j = 3/2). Here, σ(n = 2, j = 1/2) and σ(n = 2, j = 3/2) are the ross setions
for the loss-exitation proesses in whih the eletron remaining bound has been exited into the
states with n = 2, j = 1/2 and n = 2, j = 3/2, respetively.
5 Conlusions
We have alulated the total ross setions for the simultaneous loss and exitation of the pro-
jetile eletrons in ollisions of 223 MeV/u helium-like uranium ions with various atomi targets
with atomi numbers ranging between 15 and 60. In these ollisions the eet of the atomi
eletrons on the simultaneous loss-exitation is weak and an be negleted. At the same time, in
suh ollisions the ratio Zt/v an reah values whih are not muh less than 1 meaning that the
eld of the atomi nuleus ating on the eletrons of the ion in these ollisions an eetively be
quite strong.
Two dierent theoretial approahes were used in our study. Both of them are based on
the independent eletron approximation. Within the framework of the latter the treatment of
the proess of the simultaneous loss-exitation is essentially redued to two steps: i) obtaining
the transition probabilities as a funtion of the impat parameter and ii) making use of these
probabilities to alulate the ross setions.
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Figure 2: The ratio between the ross setions σ(j = 1/2) and σ(j = 3/2) for the simultaneous loss-exitation
proesses ourring in 223 MeV/u U
90+(1s2) ions in whih after the ollision the orresponding hydrogen-like ions
oupy the n = 2 states with the total angular momenta j = 1/2 and j = 3/2, respetively. The ratio is given
as a funtion of the atomi number of the target. Dash line: results of the rst order alulation. Solid urve:
results obtained with the distorted-wave approah. Cirles with error bars are experimental data from [15℄.
Within the rst approah the single-eletron probabilities for the loss and exitation were
evaluated in the rst order approximation in the interation between the eletron of the projetile
and the nuleus of the target. In the treatment of the simultaneous loss-exitation ourring in
ollisions with rather heavy atoms this approah was shown to strongly fail.
Within the seond approah the probability for the single-eletron exitation was alulated
in the symmetri eikonal approximation and the probability for the eletron loss was evaluated
using the ontinuum-distorted-wave-eikonal-initial-state model. Compared to the rst order ap-
proximation, the distorted-wave treatments have enabled us to reah very substantial improve-
ments in the desription of the experimental data. Nevertheless, slight disagreements between
the theory and experiment are still remaining whih indiates that additional theoretial (and
perhaps experimental) work is neessary.
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